
 

                

Parashat Mishpatim: We Shall Do & We Shall Hear 

Rabbi Elisha Wolfin 

 

Dear Friends, 

 

The Ten Commandments are still echoing in the universe, as we read Parashat Mishpatim, 

the constitution of Am Yisrael. At the end of the parasha, after the constitution is presented 

to the people, a famous collective ceremony of confirmation takes place. Here are the 

verses that describe its climax: 

 

“Moses then wrote down all the commands of the Lord. Early in the morning, he set up an 

altar at the foot of the mountain, with twelve pillars for the twelve tribes of Israel… Then he 

took the record of the covenant and read it aloud to the people. And they said 'All that the 

Lord has spoken we will do and we will hear!' "(Sh'mot 24, 4-7) 

 

Much has been written about the immortal phrase "na'ase ve'nishma" – literally, we shall do 

and we shall hear. Nevertheless, it still poses serious questions. For example – is this the 

way we want to educate our children, to do and then to listen? Haven't we learned to do 

the reverse? Is it indeed the Jewish way, to obey authority blindly? 

 

Western culture has sanctified individualism, and with it our right to free choice, self-

identity and self-determination. Yet, all fields of human behavioral study – psychology, brain 

research, sociology, political science, etc. – question free choice. Does it truly exist? And if 

so, to what extent? And if not, what does determine our “choices”? Nature? God? Our 

unconscious psychological beliefs?  

 

In Proverbs - attributed to King Solomon - there is a seemingly defiant statement: "There are 

many thoughts in a man's heart; but the counsel of the LORD, it shall stand." (Chapter 19, 21) 

 

The Midrash explains,  

"Rabbi Yosei  Haglili asks who is Solomon referring to? About  Avshalom his brother, who 

was plotting and said to himself, 'If I kill my father David, I will become king, and he 

(Avshalom) does not know that God's plans take precedence, as it says, 'but the counsel of 

the Lord, it shall stand.' 

"Another possibility is that it is Adonya, the son of Hagit, who was Shlomo's oldest brother, 

who consulted and said 'I am older than Shlomo, and I am worthy of kingship', and he does 

not know that God's counsel takes precedence, as it says 'but the counsel of the Lord, it 

shall stand.' 

"Another possibility is that it is Haman the evil, who thought to himself 'Tomorrow I will go 

early to the king and tell him of Mordechai's doings, and he will give me permission to do as 



I think best, and he does not know that God's counsel takes precedence, as it says 'but the 

counsel of the Lord, it shall stand'..." 

 

The various branches of psychology will undoubtedly claim that we do have free choice, but 

it will also tell us that most of our behavior, most of the time, is a result of patterns that 

have been etched deeply into our subconscious, making free choice actually quite limited. 

The need for survival, bursts of ego, sexual drive, our early education, cultural norms – all of 

these dictate our responses and our automatic "choices." 

 

A popular Yiddish saying says: Man plans and God laughs. 

 

Scientists have conducted various experiments in which electrodes connected to a patient's 

head test whether, and how, thought precedes action. They were amazed to discover that 

thought DOES NOT precede action. In fact, it occurs a split second after the beginning of the 

action! In other words, the patient began to take action before a thought registered. When 

the person thought “I want…”, the action was already underway! (You can read about these 

experiments at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neuroscience_of_free_will. ) 

 

This discovery poses a huge question: If the body acts before the mind thinks, why do we 

need thought at all? Does the mind give us the ILLUSION that we have made a choice?  

 

A life-changing experience may leave us dazzled, shocked, or fearful. Flustered, we may ask, 

“how did this happen???” Bnei Yisrael had such an experience – their world turned upside 

down. From downtrodden slaves - albeit with the benefit of the fleshpots of Egypt - to 

nomads in the Wilderness. It all happened so fast. How did this come to be? Was this indeed 

their desire, or did things just spin out of control? Was the new reality a good one?  

 

The text is in agreement with this notion: Bnei Yisrael never said, "we left Egypt", but rather 

"we were taken out of Egypt". A Divine, mighty hand and outstretched arm brought us out 

of the House of Bondage. 

 

Seen in this light, Bnei Yisrael's statement "we will do and we will hear" is very accurate. We 

actually control so little. There are moments, or periods, in which we can only do and hear: 

do – surrender to whatever happens, and hear – listen carefully to reality as it unfolds, 

accept it as it is, and understand what is required of us. It is also up to us, at that juncture, to 

give meaning to our actions, so as to ease the uncertainty of our role. The meaning we give 

to our turbulent lives is an afterthought. It comes after the action, giving us the illusion that 

it was premeditated all along.  

 

I know this idea contradicts everything we've been brought up to think, and everything we 

tell our children. We believe that what distinguishes humans from other creatures is that we 

possess consciousness which gives us free choice. Unlike, plants that grow according to their 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neuroscience_of_free_will


genetic code, or animals that have a genetic code and instincts, human beings - the 

pinnacles of creation - have all of these and more - they have a conscious brain that 

supposedly allows for free choice. 

 

If the scientific experiments mentioned above are even partially correct, then this isn't true. 

The only difference between humans and other organisms is that we have the illusion of 

free choice. Still, this illusion is very significant!  It is a great kindness! Without it we would 

lose our minds, because the combination of a developed brain and a lack of choice is a 

terrible punishment! To understand and know what is going on and to know that you have 

almost no control over what happens is abusive! The illusion of choice also prevents us from 

giving up, from becoming passive and depressed. Knowing we have a choice gets us out of 

bed in the morning, helps us make (so-called) choices, make (so-called) plans, and feel that 

our life's journey is worthy and worthwhile!  

 

If our free choice is minimal, who does decide our decisions? Who is running our life? Who is 

breathing us? Who is living our life?   

 

Whoever it is… I just wanted to thank Him. Thank Him for giving me the illusion that I am in 

charge, that I am navigating, that I am deciding, that I am choosing, and that I am actually 

writing this drasha. 

 

I guess that while I am thinking, planning, and writing my thoughts with great effort, He is 

laughing… Lovingly, I hope. 

 

Shabbat Shalom, 

 

Elisha 


